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Abstract

An emerging theoretical framework suggests that neural functions associated with stereotyping and prejudice are associated
with frontal lobe networks. Using a novel neuroimaging technique, functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), during a
face-to-face live communication paradigm, we explore an extension of thismodel to include live dynamic interactions. Neural
activations were compared for dyads of similar and dissimilar socioeconomic backgrounds. The socioeconomic status of each
participant was based on education and income levels. Both groups of dyads engaged in pro-social dialectic discourse during
acquisition of hemodynamic signals. Post-scan questionnaires confirmed increased anxiety and effort for high-disparity
dyads. Consistent with the frontal lobe hypothesis, left dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex (DLPFC), frontopolar area and pars
triangularis were more active during speech dialogue in high than in low-disparity groups. Further, frontal lobe signals were
more synchronous across brains for high- than low-disparity dyads. Convergence of these behavioral, neuroimaging and
neural coupling findings associate left frontal lobe processes with natural pro-social dialogue under ‘out-group’ conditions
and advance both theoretical and technical approaches for further investigation.
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Introduction

Characterization of dyadic behavior is an emerging frontier in
social neuroscience. Nonetheless, given the accelerated inter-
est and relevance to understanding pro-social interactions,
empirical approaches and theoretical frameworks for dyadic
interactions have not advanced accordingly. This general knowl-
edge gap is partially due to experimental limitations related
to imaging two individuals during natural live and interac-
tive exchanges. Here, this investigational obstacle is addressed

with novel hyperscanning technology appliedwithin the specific
context of live interactions between dyads that differ with
respect to social and economic status. In socially diverse popula-
tions, pro-social communication between individuals from dif-
ferent socioeconomic backgrounds is common. In societies with
diverse demographics and egalitarian values, ordinary encoun-
ters with pro-social and transactional intent commonly require
regulation of prejudices and stereotypes as well as and well-
tuned communication skills. These challenges are related to
diverse ethnic, religious, gender, occupational and socioeco-
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nomic identities of individuals and are an ever-present hallmark
of societal norms in daily interpersonal interactions. Although
socioeconomic differences are known to influence complex
social behaviors, the neurobiology associated with live interper-
sonal interactions between humans with socioeconomic dispar-
ities is not well understood. Here we approach this question
from the point of view of the interacting dyad rather than the
individual alone.

Socioeconomic status (SES) is awell-known category of social
stratification that impacts attitudes and communication styles
(Vaughan, 1995; McLeod and Owens, 2004) and a known fac-
tor associated with health and well-being (Sapolsky, 2005).
In-group/out-group dynamics are associated with tensions
resulting from bias favoring people within the same group (‘in-
group’) relative to those within a different group (‘out-group’)
(Tajfel, 1982; Levin et al., 2003). Although ecologically valid inves-
tigations of in-group/out-group dynamics are rare, intergroup
interactions employing arbitrary groups confirm in- vs out-group
social effects (Turner, 1978; Brewer, 1979; Lemyre and Smith,
1985; Otten and Wentura, 1999; Dunham et al., 2011). Neural
modulation in social systems has been reported when partic-
ipants interacted with out-group members prior to functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans (Richeson et al., 2003)
or viewed faces of in-group vs out-group members during scan-
ning (Van Bavel et al., 2008). Although distinctions related to
perceived class, similarity and diversity may be detected in
ordinary interpersonal interactions, they are not necessarily
expressed. The importance of pro-social interactions in socially
diverse environments places a high priority on understanding
their neurobiological and psychiatric underpinnings.

An overarching goal of this investigation is to understand
the mechanisms that are naturally engaged during effective
communication between individuals with different socioeco-
nomic identities. Here, we compare the neural correlates that
underlie live and spontaneous interactions between dyads that
are either homogeneous (low-disparity) or heterogeneous (high-
disparity) with respect to SES. In the context of the dialecti-
cal misattunement hypothesis (Bolis et al., 2017) interactions
between homogeneous dyads are expected to ‘appear smoother’
than interactions between heterogeneous dyads. Other emerg-
ing models are specifically related to bias and social cues that
signal diversity. One such model proposes that complex forms
of pre-potent responses related to prejudice and stereotyp-
ing involve frontal neural systems that have a role in detec-
tion of biases as well as activating self-regulating behaviors to
prevent bias expression (Amodio, 2014). This framework pre-
dicts that neural responses will be evident in frontal areas
during non-confrontational conversations between high- and
low-disparity dyads.

Two-brain (hyperscanning) investigations of real-time
dynamic communication are enabled by advances in neu-
roimaging that acquire hemodynamic signals using functional
near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) during natural dyadic inter-
actions. fNIRS is a developing technique that provides non-
invasive, minimal risk, localized measurements of task-related
hemodynamic brain activity. Because detectors are head-
mounted and relatively insensitive to motion artifacts, superfi-
cial cortical activity can be monitored in interactive two-person
settings. Hemodynamic signals associated with changes in con-
centrations of oxyhemoglobin (OxyHb) and deoxyhemoglobin
(deOxyHb) (Villringer and Chance, 1997) are detected by dif-
ferential absorption of light sensitive to oxygen levels. Both
signals serve as proxies for neural activity and are similar to
variations in blood-oxygen levels effected by deOxyHb in fMRI

(Boas et al., 2004, 2014; Ferrari and Quaresima, 2012). Conven-
tional functional neuroimaging methods optimized to investi-
gate neural operations in single human brains do not inter-
rogate systems engaged during live, spontaneous social inter-
actions due, primarily, to confinement and isolation of single
participants.

Advantages of dual-brain imaging include examination of
neural coupling processes that underlie cross-brain interactions
(Hasson et al., 2004; Hasson and Frith, 2016; Pinti et al., 2018, Pinti
et al., 2020). Synchrony between signals originating between two
brains has been assumed to reflect coupled dynamics and pro-
posed as a biomarker for sharing socially relevant information
(Hasson et al., 2004; Hasson and Frith, 2016). Observations of
neural coupling during interactive tasks support an emerging
theoretical framework of dynamic cross-brain processes (Cui
et al., 2012; Konvalinka and Roepstorff, 2012; Schilbach et al.,
2013; Scholkmann et al., 2013a; Saito et al., 2010; Tanabe et al.,
2012; Koike et al., 2016; Hirsch et al., 2017, 2018; Piva et al.,
2017). Aims for this two-person neuroimaging (hyperscanning)
study include exploring neural coupling during face-to-face ver-
bal communication in dyads with high socioeconomic disparity
with the goal toward advancing investigational techniques that
inform processes of social interaction and models of psychi-
atric conditions. Given the natural affinity of humans to asso-
ciate with others, understanding the neural underpinnings of
this social behavior is a high priority. Development of imaging
techniques, paradigms, and computational approaches for nat-
ural, dynamic interactions advances opportunities to investigate
these relatively unexplored ‘online’ processes (Schilbach, 2010,
Schilbach et al., 2013; Schilbach, 2014; Redcay and Schilbach,
2019). Here, we present an approach toward the ‘end goal’ of
‘observing the interactors’ (Bolis et al., 2017), which enables
objective descriptions of neural processes during dyadic social
interactions.

Materials and methods

Participants

Hemodynamic signals were acquired simultaneously on paired
individuals (dyads) during structured turns of active speaking
and listening. Seventy-eight healthy adults (39 pairs, 32±12.8
years of age, 38% female, 95% right handed (Oldfield, 1971)) par-
ticipated in the experiment. Recruitment of subjects focused on
individuals from a wide range of socioeconomic backgrounds
within both the ‘on-campus’ and university-affiliated popu-
lation and the local ‘off-campus’ population of New Haven,
CT. Invitations to participate were distributed throughout the
entire metropolitan and surrounding areas. Participants were
informed that the experiment was aimed at understanding the
neural underpinnings of interpersonal communication, and pro-
vided informed consent prior to the investigation in accordance
with the Yale University Human Investigation guidelines. Dyads
were assembled in order of recruitment, and participants were
either strangers prior to the experiment or casually acquainted
as classmates. None were intimate partners or self-identified
friends. No individual participated in more than one dyad. Par-
ticipants were naïve with respect to the SES of their partner
and to any experimental goals beyond the investigation of neu-
ral mechanisms for verbal communication. Any social signifiers
were detected by natural and undirected processes.

The assignment of socioeconomic group (see below) occurred
following the completion of each experiment and was based on
confidential information supplied by the participants at the end
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of each session. Neither dyads nor investigators were aware of
groupmembership at the time of the experiment because it was
not determined. Any social cue that conveyed social status infor-
mation between dyads was naturally communicated and was
not under experimental control or manipulation. The paradigm
was intended to simulate a social situation similar to that, for
example, where strangers riding a city bus might happen to
sit next to each other and begin a conversation or strangers
standing next to each other in a queue for movie tickets begin a
conversation.

Social classification

Social classifications of dyadswere based on self-report informa-
tion obtained at the end of the experiment, including biograph-
ical and socioeconomic information. Using this information,
dyads were classified as high or low socioeconomic disparity
based on two factors: highest level of education and yearly
parental (household) income. Each individual was given a score
based on these details. Completion of some or all of high school
was 10 points, some or all of college was 20 points, and some
or all of graduate school was 30 points. Parental (household)
annual income below $50000 was 10 points, between $50000
and $100000 was 20 points, between $100000 and $150000 was
30 points, and above $150 000 was 40 points. The dyad dispar-
ity score was the difference between the sum of these points.
The range of disparity scores across all dyads was 0 to 50. Differ-
ences between partners greater than 25 were classified as high
disparity and differences below 25 were classified as low dispar-
ity. This scoring system was intended to classify dyads into two
separate groups based on an ordinal scale. There are no assump-
tions about equal distances between units. The purpose of the
metric was to generate two categories of dyads. Of the 39 pairs,
19 were classified as high disparity and 20 as low disparity.

Although factors such as race and gender are relevant to this
investigation, they were intentionally normalized in this design
in order to prioritize SES, a variable that is potentially inde-
pendent of either race or gender. Variables under experimental
control included the demographic constellations of the dyads
and groups, which were close to equal in this study (Table 1). For
example, the average ages within the two groups were approx-
imately equal, i.e. 32±11.1 (high) and 32±14.5 years (low).
The gender distribution between the groups was nearly equal.
There were 15 females in each group and 23 males in the high
group compared with 25 in the low group. Dyad gender types
were also carefully matched. For example, there were four F/F
dyads in high-disparity group and three in the low-disparity
group. The number of M/M dyads was equal in each group (8),
and the mixed gender dyads, F/M, included seven in the high-
disparity group and nine in the low-disparity group. Each group
included two left-handed participants. Race and ethnicity was
also approximately matched. Specifically, there were 12 self-
described African American participants in the high-disparity
group and 13 in the low-disparity group. There were 10 Cau-
casian Americans in the high group and 12 in the low-disparity
group. There were six more self-defined Asian Americans in the
high-disparity group than the low-disparity group and fivemore
Latin American participants in the low-disparity group than the
high group. However, all in all, the generally balanced demo-
graphic comparisons (see Tables 1 and 2) reduce the concern
that variables such as race and gender may have contributed
differentially to the observed neural differences.

Table 1. Summary of participant demographics by disparity group

Demographic Summary Disparity Group

High Low
(Number) (Number)

Gender
Female 15 15
Male 23 25

Race/Ethnicity
Black/African/African-American 12 13
Asian/Asian-American 10 4
White/Caucasian-American 10 12
Latinx/Hispanic 1 6
Bi-/Multiracial 4 2
Native American 0 1
Other/No answer 1 2

Handedness
Right 36 38
Left 2 2

Table 2. Group disparity ratings by dyad type

Group disparity ratingsa High Low

n Mean± s.d. N Mean± s.d.

Dyad type
Female/Female 4 38±10 3 10±0
Female/Male 7 31±4 9 10±5
Male/Male 8 34±5 8 8±7

aDisparity ratings represent differences between scores of Partner 1 and Partner
2 in each dyad. Group mean rating and standard deviation (s.d.) for each dyad
subtype are presented here.

Experimental design

The experimental paradigm was similar to previously reported
two-person interaction paradigms (Hirsch et al., 2017, 2018; Piva
et al., 2017; Noah et al., 2020). Participants were positioned
approximately 140 cm across a table from each other with a
full view of their partner’s face. The experiment consisted of a
total of four 3 min runs. The time series is shown in Figure 1A.
‘Speaker’ and ‘Listener’ roles switched every 15 s. A separate
conversation topic was assigned prior to each run. Two of the
four topics were autobiographical, such as ‘What did you do last
summer?’, and two were objective, such as ‘How do you bake
a cake?’. The order of the biographical and objective topics was
randomized for each dyad. Participants were instructed to com-
municate their views and experiences related to the assigned
topics. Discussion topics were selected from a predetermined
set of 40 topics in each category. Selections were made prior
to each run using a computer algorithm that generated a ran-
dom number between 1 and 40 corresponding to each topic.
The change in speaker/listener roles was indicated by a tone
and also by small green and red lights displayed in front of
the participants indicating turns for talking or listening, respec-
tively. The first speaker was assigned by the investigator, and
subsequent speaker order was alternated between runs. Partic-
ipants rated ‘How anxious were you during the task?’ and ‘How
much effort was required to discuss the topics with your part-
ner?’ immediately after the experiment using a scale from 1 to 9,
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Fig. 1. (A) Experimental paradigm. Participants alternated between talking and

listening to each other every 15 s of each 180 s run (see Hirsch et al., 2018). (B)

Right and left hemispheres of rendered brains illustrate average locations (red

circles) for the 42 channels per participant identified by number. MNI coordinates

were determined by digitizing the locations of the optodes in relation to the 10

to 20 system based on conventional landmarks.

where 1 indicated the most negative rating and 9 indicated the
most positive.

Signal acquisition

Hemodynamic signals were acquired using a 64 fibers (84 chan-
nels) continuous-wave fNIRS system (LABNIRS, Shimadzu Corp.,
Kyoto, Japan) setup for hyperscanning of two participants.
Figure 1B illustrates the spatial distribution of 42 channels over
both hemispheres of each participant. Temporal resolution for
signal acquisition was 27 ms. In the LABNIRS system, three
wavelengths of light (780, 805 and 830 nm) were delivered by
each emitter, and each detector measured the absorbance for
each of these wavelengths. These wavelengths were selected by
the manufacturer for differential absorbance properties related
to the oxygen content of blood. The absorption for each wave-
length is converted to corresponding concentration changes for
deOxyHb, OxyHb, and for the total combined deOxyHb and
OxyHb. The conversion of absorbance measures to concentra-
tion has been described previously (Matcher et al., 1995).

Optode localization

The anatomical locations of optodes (head-mounted detectors
and emitters) in standard three-dimensional coordinates were
determined for each participant in relation to standard head
landmarks including inion; nasion; top center (Cz); and left and

right tragi using a Patriot 3D Digitizer (Polhemus, Colchester,
VT), and linear transform techniques as previously described
(Okamoto and Dan, 2005; Eggebrecht et al., 2012; Ferradal et al.,
2014). Specifically, the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
coordinates (x, y and z) for the channels were obtained by fit-
ting the digitized locations to a three-dimensional model of a
standard brain with the head landmarks as described above
using individual head geometry. These conversions are pro-
vided using the NIRS-SPM software (Ye et al., 2009) with MATLAB
(Mathworks, Natick, MA). For the cross-brain coherence analy-
ses, channels were also grouped into anatomical regions based
on shared anatomy. The average number of channels in each
region was 1.68±0.70.

Signal processing and global component removal

Baseline drift was removed using wavelet detrending (NIRS-
SPM). Any channel without a signal was identified automatically
by the root mean square of the raw data when the signal magni-
tude was more than 10 times the average signal. Approximately
4% of the channels were automatically excluded prior to subse-
quent analyses based on this criterion and generally assumed
to be due to insufficient optode contact with the scalp. Global
systemic effects (e.g. blood pressure, respiration, and blood flow
variation) have previously been shown to alter relative blood
hemoglobin concentrations (Boas et al., 2004), and these effects
are represented in fNIRS signals, raising the possible confound
of inadvertently measuring hemodynamic responses that are
not due to neurovascular coupling (Tachtsidis and Scholkmann,
2016). Global components were removed using a principle com-
ponents analysis (PCA) spatial filter (Zhang et al., 2016, 2017)
prior to general linear model (GLM) analysis. This technique
exploits advantages of distributed optode coverage in order to
distinguish signals that originate from local sources (assumed to
be specific to the neural events under investigation) by remov-
ing signal components due to global factors that originate from
systemic cardiovascular functions.

Hemodynamic signals

Both OxyHb and deOxyHb signals acquired by fNIRS provide a
hemodynamic proxy of neural activity. However, the OxyHb sig-
nal has been shown to be more sensitive to non-neural global
components than the deOxyHb signal due to systemic effects
directly related to factors such as blood pressure, respiration and
blood flow (Kirilina et al., 2012; Tachtsidis and Scholkmann, 2016;
Zhang et al., 2016). The deOxyHb signal, on the other hand, is
theoretically more closely related to the paramagnetic effects of
deOxyHb acquired by fMRI (Ogawa et al., 1990) and is character-
ized by lower signal-to-noise than the OxyHb signal (Strangman
et al., 2002). The choice of the deOxyHb signal for this study was
empirically validated by a ‘method of fiducials’ where combina-
tion of the entire data set was employed to identify brain regions
associated with talking and listening functions that occurred
in all conditions. Expected fiducial regions are left hemisphere
Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, respectively, and were similarly
observed in prior studies (Hirsch et al., 2018). Comparisons of
these fiducial markers were made for both OxyHb and deOxyHb
signals that were unprocessed (Raw) and with the global mean
removed (Filtered), Figure 2. Circled clusters in the upper left
panel document left hemisphere canonical language produc-
tion (red) and reception (blue) fiducial regions not seen for the
OxyHb signals or raw data of the other panels. Panel A of Figure 2
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Fig. 2. Comparison of deOxyHb (left column) and OxyHb (right column) signals with global mean removed using a spatial filter (Zhang et al., 2016, 2017) (Filtered, top

row) and without global mean removal (Raw, bottom row) for the total group data. Red/yellow indicates [talking> listening], and blue/cyan indicates [listening> talking]

with levels of significance indicated by the color bar on the right. The black open circles represent the canonical language ROIs, Speech Production (anterior) and Speech

Reception (posterior), expected for talking and listening tasks, respectively. These regions are both observed for the deOxyHb signals following global mean removal

shown in panel A, but not for the other signal processing approaches, as illustrated in panels B, C and D. Observation of known fiducial regions for speech production

and reception support the decision to use the deOxyHb signal for this study. Note that the active regions within the open circles (panel A) serve as the ROIs for

this study.

Table 3. Anatomical descriptions of regions of interest (see Panel A, Figure 2)

Anatomical descriptions of regions of interest

Contrast Contrast threshold Peak voxels
Coordinatesa

t-value P df Anatomical regions in cluster BA Probability n of voxels

[talk > listen] P=0.05 (−46, 44, 10) 2.49 0.007 77 Pars Triangularis 45 0.56 161
Dorsolateral Pre-frontal Cortex 46 0.44

[listen> talk] P=0.05 (−58,−56, 24) −3.38 0.001 77 Supramarginal Gyrus 40 0.40 1019
Angular Gyrus 39 0.33
Superior Temporal Gyrus 22 0.27

aCoordinates are based on the MNI system and (−) indicates left hemisphere.
BA, Brodmann’s area.

(deOxyHb filtered signal) shows activity associated with both
speech production (red) representing [talking> listening] and
speech reception (blue) representing [listening> talking] on the
left hemisphere in regions that are known for these functions.
This replication of known functional neural anatomy is a cri-
terion for signal selection. Further support for the decision to
select the deOxyHb signal for experiments using actual talking
is found in recent reports that speaking during fNIRS studies
produces changes in arterial CO2 that alter the OxyHb signal
to a greater extent than the deOxyHb signal (Scholkmann et al.,
2013b, 2013c). Thus for talking experiments, the deOxyHb signal
was shown to be themost accurate representation of underlying
neural processes. Similar comparisons of fNIRS studies where
participants engaged in active talking have also confirmed the
validity of the deOxyHb signals as opposed to the OxyHb signals

(Zhang et al., 2017; Hirsch et al., 2018). The anatomical descrip-
tion of these regions of interest (ROIs) for talking [talk > listen]
and listening [listen> talk] is presented in Table 3.

Statistical analysis

Contrast effects were based on comparisons of talking vs listen-
ing and determined by a voxel-wise approach as conventionally
applied to fMRI and adapted for fNIRS (see Hirsch et al., 2018,
for further details of this approach). Reported findings were cor-
rected by the False Discovery Rate (FDR) method at a threshold
of P<0.05. The 42 channels fNIRS datasets per subject were
reshaped into three-dimensional volume images for the first-
level GLM analysis using SPM8 where the beta values were
normalized to standard MNI space using linear interpolation.
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All included voxels were within 1.8 cm from the brain surface.
The computational mask consisted of 3753 2×2×2 mm vox-
els that ‘tiled’ the shell region covered by the 42 channels. In
accordance with this technique, the anatomical variation across
subjects was used to generate the distributed response maps.
The results are presented on a normalized brain using images
rendered on a standardized MNI template.

Contrast findings related to high- and low-disparity dyads
are also reported for ROIs associated with talking and listen-
ing which were empirically determined as described above (see
Figure 2). These ROIs were consistent with expectations of
canonical models of human language systems (Gabrieli et al.,
1998; Binder et al., 2000; Price, 2012; Hagoort, 2014; Poeppel,
2014), including left hemisphere dorsolateral pre-frontal cor-
tex (DLPFC) and pars opercularis, part of Broca’s area (gen-
erally associated with functions of speech production), along
with left hemisphere superior temporal gyrus (STG), angular
gyrus (AG) and supramaginal gyrus (SMG), part of Wernicke’s
area (generally associated with speech comprehension). Similar
methods were employed in a previous investigation of talk-
ing and listening where the task was a simple object naming
and description with and without dyadic interactions (Hirsch
et al., 2018). Frontal lobe regions in that study, as expected,
were centered on regions known specifically for object nam-
ing tasks. Statistical comparison of signal amplitudes for high-
disparity vs low-disparity groupswere based on these ROIs using
a two-tailed, independent samples t-test with a decision rule
to reject the null hypothesis at P<0.05 (FDR-corrected). Addi-
tionally, the socioeconomic disparity values from each dyad
were also used as a GLM regressor to determine the neural
correlates of the continuously varying rating. Both approaches
yielded similar results.

Neural coupling

Cross-brain neural coupling is defined as the correlation
between the temporal oscillations of the hemodynamic signals
of two brains. This can be done in two ways: (i) the task effect is
included (Cui et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2015) or (ii) the task effect
is removed as is conventional for PPI analyses (Friston, 1994;
Friston et al., 2003). Removal of the task effect is done by convolv-
ing the acquired signals with the hemodynamic response func-
tion over the course of the experimental time series. This yields
a modeled account of signal components that are (i) responsive
to the task (the task effect) and (ii) components that are resid-
ual, i.e. not responsive to the task. Here, we remove the task
effect in order to interrogate spontaneous neural processes that
are not specifically task driven, a standard procedure for mea-
sures of functional connectivity between remotely located brain
regions (Friston, 1994). Regions for the neural coupling analysis
are based on optode clusters that segregated the full coverage of
the head into 12 specific regions, and thus reducing the probabil-
ity of a false positive. Although no constraints are placed on this
analysis with respect to the regions, the a priori hypothesis is
that coupling between cross-brain regions would be consistent
with contrast effects. In this dyadic application, wavelet com-
ponents from regional residual signals (Torrence and Compo,
1998) are correlated across the two partners. This ‘coherence’
provides a measure of cross-brain synchrony, i.e. time-locked
neural events (Hasson and Frith, 2016) between specific regional
pairs, and was employed here to compare the neural coupling
between dyads of high or low SES disparity. The same analysis
was also applied to shuffled (random) pairs of dyads as a control

for possible effects of common processes not representative of
the dyad-specific social interactions.

Results

Behavior

Mean ratings for the self-report questions related to anxiety
and effort following the experiment are shown on Figure 3
for the high (magenta) and low (blue) disparity groups. Two-
tailed paired t-tests revealed that anxiety ratings for the high-
disparity group were elevated relative to the low-disparity group
(P=0.01), and high-disparity groups reported increased effort
during the task (P=0.04). These findings document a behavioral
effect between the two conditions. Comparison of the num-
ber of words spoken in each condition for the two dyad types
revealed no evidence of a difference between conditions. Audio
recordings of the conversations were reviewed following the
experiment and confirmed that participants engaged in positive
and pro-social conversations. In no case did the tone of the con-
versations become confrontational or argumentative. However,
by its nature, a natural communication paradigm cannot con-
trol the content and experience for each dyad, and analysis of
these additional variables is beyond the scope of this exploratory
investigation.

Contrast effects

ROI contrasts. Statistical comparisons of ROIs that were deter-
mined empirically for talking and listening (shown in Figure 2
and Table 3) are presented for the high- and low-disparity groups

Fig. 3. Mean ratings on post-task survey questions for high-disparity (red) and

low-disparity (blue) groups. Rating scale is shown on the y-axis for questions

related to anxiety and effort. The high-disparity group reported higher anxiety

(**P=0.01) and increased effort (*P=0.04) than the low-disparity group.
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Fig. 4. Statistical comparisons of average group signal amplitudes for low- and

high-disparity groups were calculated for two ROIs: DLPFC/Broca’s area (left

panel) andWernicke’s area (right panel). Greater activation during talking is rep-

resented in red (left inset brain) and was associated with DLPFC (BA46) and the

Broca’s area ROI (pars triangularis, BA45). Heightened activity during listening is

represented in blue (right inset brain) and was found in the Wernicke’s area ROI

(supramarginal gyrus, BA40; angular gyrus, BA39 and superior temporal gyrus,

BA22). Beta values (signal strength) are indicated on the y-axis, and colored bars

indicate average low-disparity (pink and light blue) and high-disparity (magenta

and dark blue) ratings (±SEM). For DLPFC/Broca’s ROI, signals were increased

for the high-disparity group relative to the low-disparity group (*P=0.023, left

panel). There was no evidence for a difference between the two groups in

Wernicke’s ROI (right panel). (deOxyHb signals; n for low-disparity=40; n for

high-disparity=38).

(Figure 4). Group averaged signal strength (beta value) is indi-
cated on the y-axis. Light blue and light pink bars represent
the average signal for the low-disparity group, and dark blue
and dark red bars represent the average signal for the high-
disparity group. The average high-disparity signal exceeded
the average low-disparity signal (P=0.023, t= 2.30, degrees
of freedom [df]=77) for talking in Broca’s area (left panel),
and there was no evidence for a difference between the two
groups during listening in the Wernicke’s ROI (right panel).
These findings document a neural effect in left frontal sys-
tems often associatedwith speech production and control rather
than speech reception and interpretation for the high-disparity
dyads.

Whole-brain contrasts. Similar to the ROI approach above,
whole-brain contrast comparisons [high disparity > low
disparity] also show increased activity during [talking>
listening] associated with a left frontal cluster (Figure 5). In this
case, a regressor indicating the actual disparity score was input
as a continuous predictor of signal strength. This cluster largely
overlaps the ROI cluster (see Figures 2A and 4). The peak voxel for
this cluster is located in the frontopolar area (BA10) and DLPFC
(BA46), P=0.00007 (P<0.05, FDR-corrected); peak voxel (−22, 44,
26); df=77. These whole-brain contrast comparison findings are
consistent with the findings of the ROI analyses, and further
document a neural effect in left frontal systems This finding is

also consistent with a descriptive approach that showed a corre-
lation of fNIRS signal amplitudes in this region and the disparity
scores (r= 0.42).

Neural coupling: wavelet analysis. Comparison of cross-brain
coherence between low (blue) and high (red) disparity groups is
shown on Figure 6. Coherence (y-axis), the correlation between
the simultaneous signals of partners acquired while engaged
in the joint tasks of talking and listening, is plotted against
signal wavelengths (x-axis) represented as periods (seconds) in
Figure 6A. In the case of actual partners (left panel) coherence
was greater for the high-disparity group than the low-disparity
group during the 22 to 30 seconds period for a single pair
of cross-brain regions, including the pars triangularis (part of
Broca’s area) and the pre- and supplementarymotor cortex (part
of the speech articulation system, P=0.006, left panel). This
coherence was not observed when the partners were compu-
tationally shuffled (i.e. randomly paired with every participant
except the original partner (right panel) consistent with the con-
clusion that the neural coupling is dyad specific. There were
no other regional pairs where coherence for the high-disparity
group exceeded the coherence of the low-disparity group. The
anatomical regions that increase their coupling during high-
disparity situations, pars triangularis and pre- and supplemen-
tary motor cortex, are illustrated in Figure 6B.

Discussion

Pro-social communication among diverse individuals is a facet
of everyday life, and in many societies, considered a posi-
tive social goal. Despite implicit biases and prejudices known
to impose challenges to pro-social communication, egalitarian
outcomes are often achieved. Neural processes by which this
implementation occurs have not been previously investigated.
The neuroscience of social disparity has largely focused on racial
bias and stereotyping in single participants, with particular
emphasis on the amygdala (Amodio et al., 2004; Forbes et al.,
2012; Amodio, 2014). Other studies have investigated context-
driven disparity measures, such as social hierarchy or minimal
in-group membership (Bavel et al., 2008; Farrow et al., 2011).
These studies were performed in non-interactive scanning envi-
ronments with tasks such as viewing and responding to pic-
tures (Amodio et al., 2004; Bavel et al., 2008; Farrow et al., 2011;
Forbes et al., 2012). Extending this framework, the paradigm for
this study explored natural verbal communication between two
individuals who were strangers before the experiment. Neu-
ral responses that differentiate pro-social conversation between
high-disparity and low-disparity dyadswere found in left frontal
systems.

Our two dyad types were closely matched for disparity indi-
cators such as race, gender and age and differed primarily
in socioeconomic background (see Tables 1 and 2), suggesting
that findings were largely context driven. Education level and
income were selected to represent primary indicators of social
(education) and economic (income) status as a compound vari-
able. ‘Socioeconomic status is the social standing or class of an
individual or group. It is often measured as a combination of
education, income, and occupation’ (APA Socioeconomic Status
Office, n.d.). Here, we based group membership on education
and income alone without accounting for participants’ occupa-
tions due to uncertainty surrounding this factor in our popu-
lation. Isolation of the impact of either variable separately was
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Fig. 5. Contrast comparison of the high-disparity > low-disparity groups for the [talking> listening] comparison (red/yellow) using the GLM and the continuously

varying dyad disparity score as a regressor reveals activity in the left frontopolar area (BA10). Disparity values for each dyad served as the regressor to isolate neural

responses sensitive to social economic status. Yellow/red clusters represent increased signal strength associated with increased disparity. The observed cluster (peak

MNI coordinate:−40, 52, 14) includes the frontopolar area (BA10, 70%) and the dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex (BA46, 30%), df=77, P<0.0005 (FDR-corrected at P<0.05).

The alternative analysis approach using GLM contrast comparisons of the high-disparity > low-disparity groups reveals similar activity embedded within the cluster

determined by the regressor method: df=77, P=0.0007 (FDR-corrected to P<0.05).

not possible within this dyadic structure as the dynamic inter-
actions are inseparable units. Future investigationsmay develop
alternative descriptors of dyads. The categorical classification
employed here represents an exploratory approach.

The left DLPFC and frontopolar areas showed increased activ-
ity during live conversations between high-disparity dyads com-
pared with low-disparity dyads. This raises the question of what
aspect of the high-disparity condition engages these regions
to a larger extent than the low-disparity condition. A recent
meta-analysis of the neural correlates associated with the con-
junction of emotional processing, social cognition and resting
(unconstrained) cognition suggests that activity of the DLPFC
may underlie aspects of all three of these functions (Schilbach
et al., 2012). Findings of this investigation add the suggestion
that spontaneous pro-social verbal interactions in high dispar-
ity conditions may also up-regulate these functions as possibly
implemented by activity of the DLPFC. The actual cues detected
by participants during the interactions in this experiment are
unknowable due to the spontaneity of social cues and percep-
tions. Appearance, verbal style, vocabulary choice, acoustic
inflections, gesturalmannerisms and apparent comfort with the
research environment are candidates for socioeconomic signi-
fiers. These findings, however, are also corroborated by sim-
ilar single participant neuroimaging investigations related to
socioeconomic background (Raizada et al., 2008; Raizada and
Kishiyama, 2010). The precise linkage between perceptions,
social skills and putative roles of the neural correlates remain
topics for further investigation.

The new dyadic frame of reference provides a unique com-
putational platform for hypotheses related to models of cross-
brain behavioral synchrony, and has notable similarities to
methods previously applied to investigations of single-brain
neural systems For example, neural linkages between single-
brain functional systems form hierarchical neural operations
that underlie synchronous complex behaviors. These neural
complexes are interrogated by computing psychophysiological
interactions (PPI) that are based on correlations between hemo-
dynamic signals originating from remote locations within a sin-
gle brain (Friston, 1994). These computations are performed on

residual components of hemodynamic signals following com-
putational removal of the modeled task, and assume that non-
task-related high-frequency oscillations have neural origins.
Further, it is conventionally assumed that their correlations
reveal cooperative processes.

Wavelet analysis of cross-brain hemodynamic signals
applied in this study is an adaptation of these computational
methods employed to understand within-brain functional con-
nectivity (Cui et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2015; Friston et al., 2003),
and represents a novel exploratory approach to investigate the
dynamics of interpersonal interactions.

Dynamic neural coupling occurs when neural patterns of
one brain are synchronous with those of another. An emerg-
ing theoretical framework for social neuroscience proposes that
synchrony between communicating brains is a marker of com-
munication, and that these shared processes represent the
effects of dynamic exchanges of information (Hasson et al.,
2004). The extent to which signals between two interacting
brains are synchronized has been taken as a metric of dyadic
social connectedness, although these emerging views remain
exploratory and descriptive. For example, measures of neural
coupling between signals across brains of speakers and listen-
ers who separately recited narratives and subsequently listened
to the passages, using both fMRI (Stephens et al., 2010) and
fNIRS (Liu et al., 2017), were correlated with levels of compre-
hension. Cross-brain synchrony associated with other live inter-
personal interactions, such as cooperative or competitive task
performance (Funane et al., 2011; Dommer et al., 2012); game
playing (Cui et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2016; Piva
et al., 2017); imitation (Holper et al., 2012); dyadic or group dis-
cussions (Jiang et al., 2012, 2015); synchronization of speech
rhythms (Kawasaki et al., 2013); cooperative singing or hum-
ming (Osaka et al., 2014, 2015) and gestural communication
(Schippers et al., 2010), has also been demonstrated. Cross-
brain connectivity between language production and reception
areas increased during real eye-to-eye contact compared with
simultaneous face/eye picture viewing (Hirsch et al., 2017). Ver-
bal exchanges between dyads revealed heightened neural syn-
chrony between STG and the sub-central area during interaction
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Fig. 6. (A) Coherence of brain-to-brain signals for high-disparity dyads. (A) Signal coherence between dyads (y-axis) is plotted against the period (x-axis) for the high-

disparity (red) and the low-disparity (blue) conditions (shaded areas:±1 SEM). Bar graphs indicate significance levels for the separations between the two conditions

for each of the period values on the x-axis. The upper horizontal dashed line indicates (P≤0.01) and the lower line indicates (P≤0.05). Left panel shows coherence

between actual partners, and right panel shows coherence between shuffled partners. Cross-brain coherence is greatest in the high-disparity group between pars

triangularis (BA45) and pre- and supplementary motor cortex (BA6) (partners: P=0.006, t=2.87; shuffled: no significant effect). (B) Anatomical illustration of the

regional pairs with increased synchrony for high-disparity dyads.

relative to monologue conditions (Hirsch et al., 2018). Cross-
brain neural coherence has also been demonstrated across non-
human species. For example, socially interacting mice exhibit
inter-brain correlations between single unit neural activity in
pre-frontal cortex depending on social interaction (Kingsbury
et al., 2019), and socially interacting bats exhibit correlated elec-
trophysiological responses during social behaviors (Zhang and
Yartsev, 2019). Together, these observations of temporal cross-
brain synchrony suggest a novel biological marker for reciprocal
social interactions.

In this study, we observe greater cross-brain coherence
between the high-disparity dyads than the low-disparity dyads
for signals originating in the frontal areas. This was not pre-
dicted and suggests a topic for further investigation. However,
we speculate that the findings are generally consistent with

the contrast results of this study showing increased activity
in left frontal regions with dyadic interactions between high
disparity participants. This may represent a shared intent for
pro-social outcomes in the context of a situation with increased
requirements for social responsiveness. The experimental social
situation represented by this interactive paradigm may mimic
real complex social situations that expose cross-brain linkages
between neural correlates of emotional processing and social
cognition as previously associated with the DLPFC (Schilbach
et al., 2012).

Cross-brain correlation approaches remain exploratory but
with the potential to advance conventional investigations of
single brains by highlighting dynamic interactions between
two brains that reflect complex brain-behavior (Redcay and
Schilbach, 2019). This second-person approach proposes that
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social interactions are characterized by intricate and sponta-
neous perceptions of socially relevant information. The dynamic
interplay between reciprocal social actions and reactions is
exposed by these dual-brain approaches that advance idea of
dyads as working units (Schilbach et al., 2013).

The dialectical misattunement hypothesis is one approach
that conceptualizes social psychopathology as dynamic inter-
personal mismatches between dyads (Bolis et al., 2017). This
hypothesis was proposed as an integrative method for eval-
uation of psychiatric conditions; it also provides a general
context for understanding neural events underlying everyday
social situations between dyads. Distinguishing features of
live spontaneous interactions include perceptions and actions
that are operational in real-time communications. Interactive
‘send and receive’ social exchanges become interconnected
and unified processes. The two-person approach promotes
examination of neural systems associated with these fine-
grained, dynamic social behaviors that are overlooked by con-
ventional approaches. The hypothesis predicts that interac-
tions within heterogeneous dyads (high-disparity group) com-
pared with homogeneous dyads (low-disparity group) will call
upon neural mechanisms associated with ‘online’ conversation.
These putative dynamic mechanisms have rarely been investi-
gated and their exposure reveals an impactful view of dynamic
neural processes that operate ‘on the fly’. This study com-
pares interactions between neurotypical dyads. However, the
dyadic approach to characterization of live interpersonal inter-
actions including neural coupling and cross-brain synchrony
may be applicable to diagnostic and treatment practices for
psychiatric conditions that include disorders of social behavior
(Bolis et al., 2017).

Pro-social communications between heterogeneous dyads
are also relevant to recently proposed coding models relating
theory of mind with predictive processes (Koster-Hale and Saxe,
2013). In this context, brain regions such as pre-frontal cortex
and superior temporal sulcus, including the temporal parietal
junction, are thought to be associated with mental state infer-
ences and evaluations of beliefs and desires of dyadic partners.
This account considers perceptual updating and rapid expres-
sion in an ongoing reciprocal loop between communicating
dyads where coupling dynamics may be modeled as a predictor
of interactive effects.

This two-person, natural communication paradigm and find-
ings are a first step toward introducing scientific methods that
inform neural models of live, complex real-world social behav-
iors related to ‘in- vs out-group’ tensions as well as psychiatric
conditions. The experimental context is close to a natural, eco-
logically valid situation requiring coordinated, continuous com-
plex actions and reactions between strangers either within the
same socioeconomic group or not. Similar to a real-world situa-
tion, participants were strangers and given no advance notice
of their partner. Social monitoring of non-verbal cues, facial
expressions, body language, tonal variations, choice of vocab-
ulary and mannerisms occurred simultaneously and naturally
between participants. This interactive paradigm with natural
‘on-line’ social cues engages a complex of cooperating neu-
ral systems that are associated with face-to-face conversations
between individuals with high socioeconomic disparities.

Given the relevance of pro-social behaviors to current politi-
cal and cultural conditions, future studies aimed at understand-
ing live regulation of implicit and pre-potent stereotypes and
prejudices are a priority. Implicit racial biases, for example, are
known to be resistant to modification (Amodio, 2014). However,
focusing on mechanisms that represent cognitive assessment

and self-regulation, as suggested in this study, may point to
innovative strategies for achieving positive social interventions.
One aim of this investigationwas to contribute a foundation that
could apply the advantages of two-person neuroscience to the
emerging perspective that both social behaviors and psychiatric
conditions may be framed as conditions of social interaction
(Bolis et al., 2017). Within this dyadic frame of reference, detailed
analyses that interrogate nuances of social cues and responses
have the potential to expand the conventional single-person
focus in psychiatry and typical behaviors toward yet undiscov-
ered causes of social behavior (Bolis and Schilbach, 2018). A
fundamental notion of this framework holds that psychological
conditions may be viewed in relation to dynamical social inter-
actions. Although appealing from a philosophical point of view,
the realization of an empirical approach that supports such a
discipline has been slow to materialize. This manuscript pro-
vides both a technical and a theoretical advance leading toward
a two-person neuroscience where live and dynamic pro-social
and communicative processes between dyads are related to
underlying neurobiology. Findings of this investigation highlight
a possible future direction for the investigation of behaviors and
their regulation in social, cultural and psychiatric conditions.

In summary, diverse social environments challenge pro-
social communication due to factors such as implicit per-
sonal biases, prejudices and social inexperience. Despite these
pre-potent perceptions, pro-social communications are often
achieved. Which neural mechanisms underlie dynamic pro-
social exchanges between individuals of high socioeconomic
disparity? We employ an innovative dual-brain (hyperscanning)
neuroimaging technique (fNIRS) to acquire signals during nat-
ural verbal communications between dyads with high and low
socioeconomic disparity. Findings reveal left frontal intra- and
inter-brain systems that support natural pro-social communi-
cations between socioeconomically diverse individuals. These
exploratory techniques and findings inform a neural basis for
proactive strategies to achieve positive social interventions in
live dyadic social environments and contribute a foundation for
two-person neuroscience and application for clinical psychology
and psychiatry.
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